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Hi, Visionaries!
Like everyone, we're learning to adapt to the new normal and define what it means for Trojan
Vision. One of our aims is to bridge the gaps created during this socially distanced semester
and reunite the Trojan Vision family. We hope this bi-monthly newsletter, among other
initiatives, will help us and you connect with our students, volunteers, alumni, and faculty.
Big changes are ahead and we look forward to sharing them with you at our virtual party on
October 9th! Join us to learn about Trojan Vision's progress during the pandemic. Hear from
those involved, network with current and past members, and enjoy a fun game of TVTV trivia!
RSVP Here!

What is Trojan Vision doing now?
They say the show must go on- and Trojan
Vision is no exception! Following the industry
standards of pandemic-production, our
students are using StreamYard to produce
virtual segments that will live stream on
Facebook during Show Week, the second
week in November. However, our changes are

not only limited to production technique- we
have also adapted the management
structure, segment content, and volunteer
involvement. Read the USC Provost's recent
article about us to learn more.
We miss our studio but are taking this remote
period to evaluate our practices and presence
at USC. We are working hard to bring Trojan
Vision up to it's full potential and hope to
keep you updated on our progress through
this newsletter!

Trojan Visionary Spotlight: Kiara Simmons

Kiara is a Sophomore studying
communications at The Annenberg School.
Her hometown is Atlanta, Georgia, but
she’s enjoying her third semester in LA
right now! Kiara joined Trojan Vision over a
year ago as a 409er on our show,
Soundstage. She is now a Student Assistant
for CTPR 409. Through Trojan Vision, Kiara
has improved her directing skills. This is
especially useful to her because she hopes
to become a film director or a writer for
games. Outside of Trojan Vision, Kiara likes
to draw, make films, and cook! Right now
her favorite movie is Parasite and her
favorite show is Pose. She hopes everyone
who has a passion for entertainment joins
CTPR 409 since she found it was a great
way to develop her interests, even without
having much prior experience!

Look out for our next newsletter on October 12th!
We're growing! Please help us share our newsletter sign-up with Trojan Vision friends and join
our community Facebook group open to all our alumni and current students!

Connect with us on social media or our website to stay up to date!
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